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This Gospel passage is loud and large.  

Like life sometimes is, one might argue.  

The first few lines remind me of a few years ago when I helped accompany a 

group of U.P. kids to the ELCA Youth Gathering in Houston. They are a lot like 

Jesus’ disciples – mostly from rural areas and small towns where the buildings 

were designed to accommodate smaller populations, and everyone knows 

everyone.  

Our youth gathering group left our small town in a minivan and a couple of 

SUVs. We drove down to Kenosha and parked our cars at a church there. Then we 

used some handy apps to get rides to the train station, and we took the train into the 

city, where we finally emerged from Ogilvie Station and began the walk to our 

overnight accommodations before our flight to Houston the next morning. 

When we came out of Ogilvie, my young Yooper friends seemed excited 

and a bit overwhelmed at seeing the buildings that loomed so large all around us. 

Accustomed to knowing almost everyone they typically passed on the streets in 

downtown Munising, they seemed amazed that so many people could be in one 

place. In the city, it feels like there are more people on any given block than there 

are in an entire small town like Munising– and there may have been.  

This was pre-COVID, after all. 
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While we were walking down State Street, I thought of this story about the 

destruction of the temple, and I wondered if my friends were feeling something 

like what the disciples were feeling as they came into Jerusalem with their mostly 

rural orientations. The awe and wonder the disciples must have felt that day came 

alive in my imagination as I watched my young friends and tried to keep us all 

together.  

“Look, teacher, what large stones and what large buildings!” (Mark 13:1) 

From that loud and large beginning, this story of Jesus and the disciples in 

Jerusalem doesn’t get any smaller or quieter as Jesus responds to their awe, does 

it?  

First, Jesus shocks them with an unexpected response – a response that feels 

impossible, inflammatory, and dangerous. “Do you see these great buildings?” 

Jesus asks. “Not one stone will be left here upon another; all will be thrown down.” 

(13.2) 

Jesus continues with these unnerving statements as he sits atop the Mount of 

Olives with his disciples, which looks out over the whole city of Jerusalem.  

The disciples, at this point, must have truly started to understand and accept 

what Jesus had told them what would happen when they got to Jerusalem … that 

he would “undergo great suffering and be rejected by the elders, the chief priests 

and the scribes, and be killed.” (Mk 8:31) I think we can discern this because of 
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what the disciples ask next. “Tell us, Jesus, what will be the signs that your 

prediction of future events will take place?”  

You see people had different ideas than we do about what happened to 

someone when they were about to die, when that veil between this life and the next 

gets so thin. While we tend to think of this as a time when someone’s life may 

flash before their mind’s eye, the people of Jesus’ time believed one who was 

approaching the time of death could see into the future.  

And so, if destruction of the temple is what Jesus sees, after telling them 

quite plainly, three times, that he will die once the Jewish leaders get their hands 

on him in Jerusalem, well then, like any of us, the disciples want to be prepared. 

They want to know how to see it coming. They want to make sure they are not 

standing under any of those large buildings as they come crashing down. They 

wanted to be in the know as the temple, built by King Solomon himself, the house 

of God and center of the world, came crashing down in a dramatic and violent end. 

Because that is often how we expect change to happen, right? In the blink of 

an eye, unexpectedly, often with an aftermath of death and destruction – like the 

attack on Pearl Harbor or the Twin Towers on 9/11, like an asteroid colliding with 

the earth and ending the age of dinosaurs, like a car accident or blood clot that can 

change everything in an instant. 
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Jesus contradicts that perception though. He says, yes there will be loud 

voices claiming to come in his name – false prophets with messages that put 

distance between God and God’s people, tricksters who use his name to divide 

neighbor against neighbor, to say this one is more beloved than that one, this one 

more righteous, that one more expendable.  

Jesus said, yes, there would be large and destructive events like war and 

earthquakes, nations butting heads, times of scarcity, when God’s people cry out 

for what they need – food, water, safe places, justice, connection and purpose. All 

these things that are signs of our broken world, that seem to lead us only to death 

and destruction and despair.  

But the end is not in those things – even when it may seem like it. Rather, 

Jesus says, these things are the beginning of birth pangs.  

Now, for those of us who have given birth, or accompanied someone giving 

birth, or have experienced this kind of intense pang with a sharp edge that comes 

on fast, like the pang of regret – we may want to say, “Hold up here, Teacher. That 

doesn’t sound different or any less difficult than war or a giant asteroid or the 

voices of false prophets preaching that I or someone else is unworthy of God’s 

Grace and Mercy.” 
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But it is different. Because the pangs of birth are not pointed toward death 

and destruction – birth pangs aim themselves toward new life and creation. It is a 

concept the disciples and followers of Jesus in our story could not yet see.  

We can see it though, from our perspective on this side of the cross. We 

already know that the death and destruction of Jesus, the human house of God and 

center of the world, did not end on that cross. Rather, it began in the glorious echo 

of an empty tomb and the Risen Chris in whom death has lost is sting and 

destruction no longer has power over us. 

It’s a radical liberation, my siblings in Christ. In this one teaching Jesus 

moves us from the loud and large structures and alarmists of this world to the 

peaceful and sure promise of life and new creation, even in death.  

And it begs us to ask our ourselves, as continually learning, continually re-

created children of God and followers of Jesus: What are the birth pangs we 

experience today? And how might we see them as signs of life and new creation 

rather than hopeless realms of death and destruction? 

What happens if we reject statements like “the church is dead” and start 

calling attention to all the places and people in which God is re-imagining the 

church? 

What happens if we reject false prophets who tell us, sometimes in the name 

of Jesus, that we aren’t enough, that we don’t deserve this meal of salvation or that 
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we have to say or do certain things in order to receive God’s grace? What if we, 

like the psalmist, vowed to never take the names of those false gods on our lips? 

What would happen if we moved from just speaking the words of the Lord’s 

Prayer– God your name is holy, your will is what we want, forgive our sins, help 

us forgive those who sin against us – what would happen if we not only memorized 

those words, but became increasingly fearless in living into them?  

What happens if we stop following the frightened masses so focused on 

what divides us and look instead to the multitude of things that connect us? 

What would happen if we stopped resisting and fighting against our own 

birth pangs, but breathed through them, sat patiently with them, confident in the 

new creation and life God is opening to us and the whole creation?  

And as we end our year in the Gospel of Mark this weekend, what happens 

when we actually do as Jesus directed us way back at the beginning of this story of 

Good News and God promise? “The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has 

come near; repent, and believe in the good news.”  

Amen. 


